WELL-BEING
WITH M.E
A unique and
comprehensive
well-being program
delving into the
MENTAL and
EMOTIONAL
wellness of
educators.

www.usha.club

WELL-BEING WITH M.E
MISSION

WHAT IS M.E?

The mission of this program is to
empower educators with an arsenal of
tools and strategies to take personal
responsibility and action for their own
mental-emotional wellness.

WHY?
BENEFITS TO STAFF INCLUDE

There are a lot of programs that only
specialise in mindfulness but when
mindfulness is coupled with emotional
intelligence (EQ) strategies, the
growth of an individual is accelerated.

*Better Stress Management
*Better Communication Skills
*Positive Psychology

Happy Teachers
Create Happy Classrooms

M is for Mental wellness
through Mindfulness.
E is for Emotional wellness
through Emotional Intelligence.
The M.E. program offers an online yet
personal training solution in mindfulness
techniques and emotional intelligence
(EQ) strategies. This program will be
delivered via video conferencing, weekly,
in 1 hour 15 min sessions over 6 weeks.
Assessment tools can be used to
measure progress and the modules can
be tailored to match your unique needs.

*Building Resilience
*Increased Sense of Belonging
*Increased Confidence

Happy teachers
create
happy classrooms

*Increased Comraderie
*Increased Emotional Intelligence
*Taking ownership of development
*Feeling appreciated
*A Happier Workplace
*Collaborative Thinking
*Understanding Values of others
*Having 'personal leadership' mindset
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WHY COMBINE
MINDFULNESS AND EQ?
Mindfulness and EQ go hand in hand.
Mindfulness has been gaining momentum
worldwide as a powerful way to improve
mental clarity, alleviate stress and improve
overall wellbeing.

DO YOU WANT TO...
*Lift the morale of your
educators?
*Empower your teachers with a
personal leadership mindset?
*Have more time to complete
tasks and manage people less?

In this program, the mental clarity that
mindfulness brings can be augmented with
the emotional clarity from EQ.

EQ and mindfulness are potent tools for
personal excellence, collaboration,
productivity, decision making and
fostering better relationships.
Educators with mental clarity and
emotional stability are willing to look at
themselves honestly, use criticism to
improve, take personal ownership of
their actions, manage classrooms better
and be excellent role models as
educators.

We can be consciously clear of what action
to take but when emotions are strong, our
planned behaviour can be easily
overridden. Emotions are what fuels us and
it only takes a bad day or negative
incident to slip back into old habits.
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*Equip your educators with more
resilience?
*Provide stress management
solutions your staff?
*Have a more collaborative and
happy workplace?
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Happy teachers
create
happy classrooms
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TESTIMONIALS
“Usha has been running
mindfulness sessions for Edith
Cowan University staff for the last
few years as part of our wellbeing
program and we’ve been

I attended Usha’s mindfulness lunchtime training
at Edith Cowan University in 2019. I had heard of
mindfulness before but didn’t really know what it

us with strategy and communications in a period
of great change and growth in our business.

delivery. Her excellent

Usha to see how she can help."

presentation style makes

~ Martin Dougiamas,
CEO, Moodle

everyone feel at ease instantly

was going through a tough time personally and

well. Usha is a fantastic asset for

having some challenges at work, and thought it

any business to partner with in
helping staff become more

I was amazed at the impact it had on my life

mindful.”

quite quickly. Not only did it help me relax,

Fiona Peters, HR Policy Adviser –

mindfulness also helped me to reduce my

Wellness and Benefits,

small) in life, and live in the moment a bit more. I

more empathic group of people and has helped

I would recommend that any business talk to

and she delivers key messages

anxiety, made me appreciate things (big and

this year that has significantly contributed to a

delighted with all the content and

was about and I wasn’t sure what to expect. I

might help me relax.

"Usha ran a program for our leadership team

Edith Cowan University

found I started to become less reactive in

"I found the Emotional Intelligence workshop very
interesting and useful. I learnt a lot and it opened my
mind to a different way of thinking. I believe that men
will benefit from attending workshops in the areas of
mindfulness and EQ as it can really help in building
better emotional and mental health. EQ can really help
men to understand and express emotions better without
compromising their personal values."

~ Shaun Nunn, Business Owner, Strive and Thrive

situations and respond calmly where previously I
might have been a bit snappy.
My kids commented that in the mad rush of the
mornings I was not shouting at them anymore
(or a lot less!). It is not an exageration to say

“I have to say, I have had a few ‘AHA’ moments…. it’s just
really opened my eyes to a lot of things that I thought I
already knew, but I really didn’t know…. and I loved it…”.
~ Maria Byworth Business Owner, WA Marble and Granite

that mindfulness is changing my life and helping
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me become the person I want to be.
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~ Pam Willox, IT Business Engagement Partner,
Edith Cowan University
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